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PLASTI-BAT®

Plasti-Bat® was designed by studio potters to be a versatile, long-lasting, high quality bat that is virtually indestructible! Made of 1/4”
- 3/8” thick, very rigid, high impact plastic, they will provide continuous use, will not splinter, delaminate, swell or shrink. They are
easy to clean and are impervious to water and most chemicals. Plasti-bats drilled with pin holes have one oblong hole for a better fit on
your AMACO or Brent wheel. The holes will remain just as drilled and will not become oversized with use. The surface is a nonabsorbent, positive adherence surface that does not allow clay to slide or turn loose while centering. Plasti-bats are light-weight, easy to
stack, carry and store. Pots removed from a Plasti-bat® have a totally smooth, clean surface.

Plasti-bat with bat pin holes. For use with any AMACO or BRENT
wheel. NOTE: 8” and 10”
12” diameter
PRICE
$16.50
14” diameter
PRICE
$21.00
16” diameter
PRICE
$32.00
18” diameter
PRICE
$42.00
20” diameter
PRICE
$50.00

STOOL
Made from heavy gauge tubular steel with
a durable enamel finish, it stands 18 inches
high with and can be used with all wheels.
PRICE $88.00
Bat Pins - $11.00/pair

ADAPT-A-BAT
Designed to accommodate the needs of the artist with a small work space, these bats adapt instantly
and allow the use of 8" and 10" bats on 12" and 14" wheel heads that are not drilled to accept
smaller size bats. Adapt-A-Bats are constructed from specially formulated tough plastic to provide
rigidity and tolerance for extended thread life. Send bat pin head diameters and distance between
hole centers when ordering Adapt-A-Bat1M with bat pin holes.
Adapt-A-BatT1 with bat pin holes
PRICE $40.00
Plasti-bat with bat pin holes:
8” diameter
PRICE
$10.50
10” diameter
PRICE
$12.70

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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10% Discount plus Freight

